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INTRODUCTION
Molybdenum (Mo) is a second-row transition metal that is involved in the metabolism of many biological molecules, e.g. in the biological cycles of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur [1] [2] [3] . Enzymes employing Mo are present in almost all forms of life, including microorganisms, plants, and animals [1, 4] . Two groups of Mo enzymes have been found so far. One is the nitrogenases, which contain a complicated MoFe7S9C cluster in the active site. The other is a large group of mononuclear Mo enzymes that catalyse mainly oxygen-atom-transfer (OAT) reactions between the Mo active site and various substrates. In this process, the Mo ion cycles between the +IV and +VI oxidation states. In all mononuclear Mo enzymes, one or two molecules of the special ligand molybdopterin (pyranopterin ene-1,2-dithiolate) bind bidentately to Mo.
The mononuclear Mo enzymes can be divided into three families, based on the structure of the active site, viz. the dimethyl sulfoxide reductase (DMSOR), the sulfite oxidase (SO), and the xanthine oxidase (XO) families [1, [5] [6] [7] . The active site of the enzymes in the DMSOR family contains two molybdopterin cofactors bound to the Mo ion in a nearly planar fashion [7, 8] and one deprotonated sidechain O, S or Se atom of serine, cysteine, or selenocysteine at the apical position. Some enzymes have a oxo or sulfido group instead of the protein-derived ligand [1, 7, 9] . In DMSOR, the reduced enzyme reacts with dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to generate dimethyl sulfide (DMS) and the oxidised state of the enzyme, which contains one oxo group (Scheme 1) [1, 7] . The active site is then regenerated by two sequential steps of coupled electron and proton transfer. The reaction mechanism has been extensively studied by experimental methods [1, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The studies have demonstrated that the reactivity strongly depends on the substrate [12] and that the rate-determining step involves the formation of the Mo-O bond and a two-electron transfer from the Mo(IV) centre to the substrate as the S-O bond breaks [15] [16] [17] .
Scheme 1. The overall reaction of DMSOR
The DMSOR reaction mechanism has also been thoroughly studied with computational methods [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . In 2001, Webster and Hall used the B3LYP method to show that the energy barrier of OAT is 37 kJ/mol, starting from the DMSO-bound intermediate [19] . A similar barrier was found by Mohr and coworkers [28] . Thapper et al. studied also the binding of DMSO and proposed a two-step mechanism, based on a slightly different model [20] . Subsequently, these findings were confirmed by several other groups [16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30] . The suggested reaction starts with DMSO binding to the Mo(IV) state of the active site to form an intermediate. In the second step, the S-O bond is cleaved in an OAT reaction [16, 23] , which is coupled with a two-electron transfer from the Mo ion. All studies have indicated that the second reaction is the rate-determining step with a barrier of 38-80 kJ/mol [16, 19-24, 29, 30] . We have shown that the calculated barrier strongly depends on the theoretical method and that a proper account of dispersion and solvation effects is needed, together with large basis sets and accurate density functional theory (DFT) methods [17, 27] . All these mechanistic studies assumed that the protein-derived ligand was serine (modelled by CH3O -).
As mentioned above, three possible protein-derived ligands (serine, cysteine, or selenocysteine) may bind to Mo ion in the active site of members of the DMSOR family. McNaughton et al. performed a combined spectroscopic and DFT study of reduced models of DMSOR involving XCH3 -, with X = O, S, or Se [31] . They studied the electronic structure, vibrational spectrum, and low-lying excited states. However, they did not study how the reaction mechanism and rate change when DMSO reacts with the enzyme with different protein-derived ligands. In this paper, we have studied the DMSOR reaction mechanism with alternative models of active site, varying the protein-derived ligand. This improves our understanding of DMSOR reaction mechanism and the effects of various ligands.
METHODS
In this paper, quantum-mechanical (QM) cluster calculations [32] were performed to study the reaction mechanism of DMSOR. Seven models were employed to investigate the effect of the protein-derived ligand ( Figure 1 ). All models involve two molecules of dimethyldithiolene (DMDT, CH3SC=CSCH3), which is a common model of molybdopterin, both in experimental and computational studies [16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30] . CH3O -, CH3S -, and CH3Sewere used as models of serine, cysteine, and selenocysteine, respectively, whereas OH -, O 2-, SH -, and S 2were tested as models of oxo and sulfido groups observed in some enzymes [1, 7, 9, 33] . The DMSO substrate was explicitly modelled and it was converted to DMS during the reaction. All calculations were performed with the Turbomole 6.5 [34] package. Geometries were optimised in gas phase at the TPSS [35] /def2-SV(P) [36] level without any symmetry constraints. The energies were improved by single-point calculations using B3LYP [37] [38] [39] functional combined with def2-TZVPD [40] basis set. DFT-D3 dispersion corrections were applied to all single-point calculations [41] . Solvent effects were considered by COSMO continuum-solvation model with a dielectric constant of 4 to mimic the protein surrounding [42] . All COSMO calculations involved optimised radii of 1.30, 2.00, 1.72, 2.16, 2.20 and 2.00 Å for H, C, O, S, Se, and Mo, respectively [43] . In all calculations, the resolution-of-identity (RI) approximation was used, expanding the Coulombic interactions in an auxiliary basis set [44, 45] . This approach was selected based on our previous studies of this and other Mo enzymes [15, 25, 46] . They have indicated a strong dependence of the absolute reaction and activation energies on the DFT functional. However, for the difference in energies between the various models in Figure 1 , this dependence is much smaller. The Mo-O/S bonds were studied with the natural bond orbital (NBO) method [47] implemented in Gaussian 09 [48] at the TPSS/def2-SV(P), TPSS/def2-TZVP [49] , and B3LYP/def2-TZVP levels of theory.
Absolute reduction potentials were calculated from the energy difference between the oxidised and reduced states, corrected to the scale of the normal hydrogen electrode by adding 4.28 V [50] . Likewise, absolute acidity constants were calculated from the energy difference between the deprotonated and protonated states, corrected by a factor of −1131.0 kJ/mol, which represents the hydration free energy of a proton, the translational Gibbs free energy of a proton at 300 K and 1 atm pressure, and the change in reference state from 1 atm to 1 M at 300 K [50] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have studied the DMSOR reaction with QM-cluster calculations. Seven models of the protein-derived ligand were employed to investigate the effect of this ligand, viz. CH3O -, CH3S -, CH3Se -, OH -, O 2-, SH -, and S 2-(shown in Figure 1 ). We start with an analysis of the structures of the various active-site models without the substrates. Then, we discuss the other structures in the reaction mechanism, i.e. the intermediate (IM) and the product (P), as well as the two transition states (TS1 and TS2). Finally, we discuss the reaction and activation energies of the various models.
Structures
The structure of the active-site model with the CH3Oligand in the reduced Mo(IV) state (ESer in Figure  1 ) was very similar to what has been found in previous studies [16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30] . The four S ligands were in an approximate square plane with the OSer atom in an axial position relative to this plane. The Mo-S distances were 2.36-2.37 Å, the Mo-OSer distance was 1.89 Å, and the Mo-OSer-C angle was 133°.
In Table 1 , we show the corresponding distances and angles in structures in which we have replaced the CH3Oligand with CH3S -, CH3Se -, OH -, O 2-, SH -, or S 2-. The Mo-X bond lengths (where X is the varying atom in the protein-derived ligands, O, S, or Se) follow the ionic radius of the atom: The bond was shortest with X = O in EO and longest for Se, as can be seen in Figure 2a . Likewise, the Mo-X-C angle was largest for O and smallest for Se. For the three models with X = S, significant differences can be seen: The Mo-S bond was longest for the SHligand and shortest for the S 2ligand, reflecting the double bond to the metal of the latter. The corresponding trend was also found in the three models with X = O. The Mo-SDMDT bonds were similar in all models (2.35-2.37 Å), except in those with the O 2and S 2ligands, for which they were 2.44 and 2.41 Å, respectively. Next, we studied the mechanisms of DMSO reacting with the seven enzyme models. For the ESer model, structures very similar to those found in previous studies were obtained [16, 17, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30] . When DMSO approaches the Mo ion, a transition state (TS1) and an intermediate (IM) were located, as is shown in Figure 3 . Key bond distances are collected in Table 2 . In IM, the Mo-OSer bond distance is 0.15 Å longer than in the starting (RS) model (Figure 2a ). This is a result of the increase of the coordination number from five to six when DMSO binds by a Mo-OD distance of 2.13 Å. The Mo-SDMDT distances are similar to those in the RS state, although they show a larger variation (2.35-2.39 Å).
TS1 is an early (substrate-like) transition state, with a Mo-OD distance of 2.99 Å (Figure 2b) . Consequently, the SD-OD bond length is only 0.01 Å longer than for free DMSO (1.52 Å, cf. Figure 2c ). It remains the same in IM but increases to 1.77 Å in the second transition state (TS2), in which this bond is being cleaved. Simultaneously, the Mo-OD bond is shortened by 0.32 Å, reflecting the formation of the Mo=O double bound and the oxidation of Mo from +IV to the +VI state. In the product state (PS), in which the DMS product has dissociated, the Mo-S3 bond (trans to Mo=O) is appreciably longer than the other Mo-SDMDT distances (2.62 Å, compared to 2.44-2.47 Å). The geometry has also changed from prismatic to octahedral, as has been much discussed before [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . For the ECys, ESec, EOH, and ESH models, we obtained the same DMSO reaction mechanism as with the ESer model. For the ECys model, the Mo-OD bond in TS1 was 0.48 Å longer than in the ESer reaction (Figure 2b) , i.e. the interaction between the Mo ion and DMSO was even weaker. Consequently, the SD-OD bond length was the same as in free DMSO. The Mo-OD bond was 0.07 Å shorter in IM than for the ESer model. The Mo-SCys bond length was 0.07 Å longer in TS1 than in RS and it was further elongated in the IM, TS2 and PS states. On the other hand, all the Mo-SDMDT distances were similar to those found for ESer (within 0.03 Å). Likewise, both the SD-OD distance in TS2 and the Mo=OD distance in PS were identical in the two models, showing that the second part of the reaction is little affected by the protein-derived ligand. Comparing the ESH and ECys models, the Mo-OD bond in ESH was 0.2 Å shorter in TS1 and 0.06 Å longer in TS2, whereas the SD-OD distance in TS2 was 0.07 Å shorter. However, the other bond lengths were similar.
Likewise, there were some small differences between the EOH and ESer models: The Mo-O bonds in IM and TS2 were 0.01-0.03 Å longer for the EOH model, the Mo-OD bond was 0.02 Å longer in TS1, IM and TS2, and the SD-OD bond was 0.02 Å shorter in TS2. For the ESec model, all bond distances were similar to those obtained with the ECys model (within 0.01 Å), besides the Mo-Se bond that was 0.11-0.14 Å longer than Mo-S bond. In particular, the Mo-OD bond in TS1 was still very long (3.49 Å) and the SD-OD distance in TS2 was identical to that of the ESer model. For the EO model, a two-step reaction mechanism was also found. However, it was rather different from that of the five singly charged varying models. In particular, the intermediate IM was more symmetric with a short interaction between O and SD (1.94 Å; the OD-SD bond is 1.62 Å) and therefore a long Mo-O bond, 1.91 Å (1.73 Å in RS; cf. Figure 4a ). The other models also have rather short X-SD interactions, in particular in TS2 (2.36-3.03 Å), indicating that the latter is stabilised by this interaction. However, in IM, the X-SD distance is much larger than for EO, e.g. 3.13 Å for EOH. TS1 was very late and similar to IM (for example, the Mo-OD bond is 2.21 Å in TS1 and 2.16 Å in IM). TS2 was even more symmetric with Mo-O distances of 1.89 and 1.98 Å, and SD-O distances of 1.96 and 1.80 Å (Figure 4b ). In sharp contrast, the reaction mechanism of the ES model was found to be different. In particular, no intermediate could be found. Instead, the OD atom was transferred directly to the Mo ion, through a transition state that is analogous to TS2 for the other models. For example, the Mo-OD and SD-OD bonds were 2.04 and 1.71 Å, which are close to what was found for TS2 for the other models, in particular the ESH model.
Energies of the DMSOR reaction
Next, we discuss the reaction energies for the seven models with the various protein-derived ligands. All the energies are based on single-point calculations with the B3LYP-D3 functional and the def2-TZVPD basis set in a COSMO continuum solvent. The energies can be used to understand the effect of the varying ligand. The first step, DMSO binding, was endothermic by 24, 29, 27, 25 , and 20 kJ/mol in the ESer, ECys, ESec, EOH, and ESH models, respectively, as can be seen in Figure 5 . The activation barrier for this step was 34, 34, 25, 29, and 27 kJ/mol. The energy barrier for the second step was 61, 52, 55, 41, and energy for the complete reaction was nearly identical, 81-85 kJ/mol, whereas it was slightly smaller with the SHligand, 69 kJ/mol. The full reaction was exothermic by 56, 69, 74, 52, and 69 kJ/mol (relative to RS), respectively, showing that EOH gave the least exothermic reaction and ESec the most exothermic reaction, and SHgave the same reaction energy as CH3S -. These trends are similar to those found in a comparison of the intrinsic reactivity of the three mononuclear Mo enzyme families [26] . Figure 5 . The reaction energy profiles (in kJ/mol relative to RS) in the various models obtained at the B3LYP/def2-TZVPD level of theory in a COSMO continuum solvent. Note that the energy levels are not in scale to emphasize the difference among the different models for the various states.
In contrast, the activation energies for the EO and ES models were very high, 212 and 168 kJ/mol, respectively, twice as high as for the other protein models. Apparently, the extra negative charge of the O 2and S 2models increases the activation barrier by 87-127 kJ/mol, partly by destabilising the product state by 39-43 kJ/mol. Several attempts were made to explain the large activation barrier in these two models. We have seen above that the structures of IM and TS2 of the EO model are quite different from those of the other models (compare Figures 3 and 4) . The Mo-OD bond distance in TS2 was 1.98 Å, which is slightly shorter than that in the ESer (1.99 Å) and EOH (2.01 Å) models. Moreover, the SD-OD bond in TS2 was 0.03 and 0.05 Å longer than in the ESer and EOH models. This indicates that TS2 in EO is slightly later than in the ESer and EOH models. All the Mo-SDMDT bonds were longer in EO. In addition, the Mo-O bonds in RS and TS2 were 0.18 and 0.15 Å shorter in EO than in EOH, which is caused by the negative change of O 2group. The results in Table 3 shows that the Mo-O bond of RS in the EO model is very strong with a Wiberg bond index of 2.01, reflecting a Mo=O double bond. However, the bond index decreases to 1.36 in TS2, which is also reflected by a much longer Mo-O bond (cf. Figure 2a ). This decrease is larger than in EOH model, for which the Wiberg bond index changes from 1.34 to 0.93. This indicates that high barrier in the EO model may be partly caused by the need of weakening the Mo-O bond.
For the X = S models, we compared the OD-SD bond distances of TS2, which were 1.77, 1.70, and 1.71 Å in ECys, ESH, and ES, respectively, showing that the distance in the ES model is similar to that in the ESH model. Likewise, no dramatic difference was found in the Mo-OD bond length in TS2: It was 2.04 Å in the ES model, which is between that in ECys (1.99 Å) and in ESH (2.08 Å). Increasing the dielectric constant of the COSMO model further increased the activation energy of the ES model, e.g. to 188 kJ/mol with a dielectric constant of 80.
The Mo-S bond length was 2.34, 2.46, and 2.46 Å in the RS, TS2, and PS states, respectively, for the ECys model. It can be seen in Figure 2a that it was 0.03-0.06 Å longer in ESH model. However, in the ES model, the Mo-S bond was appreciably shorter because the negative charge of S 2-, 2.19, 2.33, and 2.24 Å, respectively. If we look at the doubly occupied 3p orbitals of the S 2in the RS and TS2 states ( Figure 6 ), some interactions between the S 2-3p and Mo 4d orbitals are different. In the RS state, it can be seen that the S 2-3p orbitals interact with the Mo 4dz2, 4dxz, and 4dyz orbitals. However, in the TS2 state, the interactions of the S 2orbitals with the Mo 4dxz, and 4dyz orbitals are less clear. This is supported by the Wiberg bond index of the Mo-S bond, which show that the bond order decreases from 2.22 to 1.56 when going from RS to TS2 (Table 3) . This leads to an elongation of the Mo-S bond by 0.14 Å. On the other hand, in the ECys and ESH models, the Mo-S bond distances are more than 2.34 Å, which is 0.01 Å longer than in TS2 of ES model. This reflects that the S 3p and Mo 4d interactions in the RS state are weaker, as shown in Figure 6 . Again, this is supported by the Wiberg bond index, which shows that the Mo-S bond order is only 1.48 in RS. It further decreases to 1.02 in TS, but this decrease is smaller in the ESH model than in the ES model. Thus, the destabilisation is smaller in ESH than in ES, which may explain its lower activation energy. Reduction potential and water binding energy Finally, we compared two additional sets of reaction energies of the various DMSOR models. After the dissociation of the DMS product, the oxidised active site needs to be reduced back to the Mo(IV) state, before it can react with DMSO again. This is supposed to take place by two coupled electron-and protontransfer step, using electrons from an external source, i.e. involving Mo V OH and Mo IV H2O intermediates [1, [5] [6] [7] . From the latter intermediate, the RS state is recovered by dissociation of the water molecule. By optimising models of these two intermediates, we can investigate also how the protein-derived ligand affects also the re-reduction of the active site [26] . First, we calculated the energy of the coupled electron-and proton-transfer steps. The results in Table 4 show that the five models with a single negative charge gave similar reduction potentials for both reactions, 0.19-0.26 V for the first transfer and 0.06-0.25 V for the second transfer. In both cases, the reduction potentials were positive, indicating that active sites have been designed for a facile re-reduction of the active sites, in accordance with our previous comparison of the three OAT Mo enzyme families [26] . On the other hand, the EO and ES models gave more differing results: The potential was 0.87-1.06 V for the second coupled electron-proton transfer V, i.e. 0.6-1.0 V more positive than for the other five models, whereas it was more similar for the first transfer 0.17 or -0.15 V. This is mainly an effect of the extra negative charge of the model. Finally, we also calculated the binding energy of a water molecule to the RS complex. Again, the energies of the ESer, ECys, ESec, and ESH models gave similar results, 5-16 kJ/mol, indicating that the binding of water is unfavourable, i.e. that the Mo(IV)(OH2) intermediate spontaneously is expected to dissociate the water ligand, forming the RS state, ready to bind the DMSO substrate. On the other hand, for the EO and ES models, no stable structure for a six-coordinate model with water coordinated to Mo(IV) could be found. Instead, the water molecule preferred to bind in the second coordination sphere. Therefore, no water-binding energies are given for these models in Table 5 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied how the DMSOR reaction mechanism is modified when the protein-derived ligand is varied. With Ser, Cys, SeCys, OH -, and SHmodels, the same mechanism was obtained, in which the substrate first binds to Mo, and then the SD-OD bond is cleaved to generate the product. All five models gave similar activation barriers of 69-85 kJ/mol. However, with O 2and S 2models, the activation barriers were much higher, 212 and 168 kJ/mol. The EO model gave also a two-step reaction with a nearly symmetric TS2, whereas the ES model gave a one-step reaction without any intermediate. The high activation energies with O 2and S 2ligands are probably caused by less exothermic reaction energies (13-25 compared to 52-74 kJ/mol) and a stronger stabilisation of the reactant state by the strong (double) Mo-S 2or Mo-O 2bonds. These results indicate that it is likely that the oxo and sulfido ligands are protonated (to OHor SH -) during the reaction of enzymes employing these ligands, e.g. in arsenate oxidase [1, 7, 9, 33] .
